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Real aim of man in Jain Religion: Jain religion is one of the ancient religions of the world which explains systematically, logically, scientifically the existence of the universe and the working of "Jīva & Ajīva" "Matters". Jain philosophy can be explained in a simple sentence—the systematic working of "Saptatattva" and "Ṣaḍdṛṣṭva" and this is the peculiarity and speciality of Jaina Philosophy. The "Soul" having "Ananta Jñāna", "Ananta Virya", "Ananta Darśana", and "Ananta Sukha" is immortal and indestructible. In its pure form, the soul is without the bondage of births and deaths and rests in the "Siddha Śīla" which is at the top of Universe where there is no existence of "Ajeeva Matters" etc., in the form, as the Jaina Ācāryas put it, of "knowledge". To be in the "Siddha Śīla" is the main motto of Jīvātmā. But because of unavoidable nature of the "Jīvātmā" through "Yoga", the "Ātma" has become "Jīvātmā" having come in contact with the 'Ajiva Matters'. Being 'Jīvātmā', the soul wanders for innumerable years in this 'Saṁsāra' and for thousands of years it might have spent without any organs. After this stage and getting organs whether it is one or five, it might have taken births in the four forms and taking these forms the soul might have or might be wandering taking births and deaths in this Universe, but this is not the real nature of the soul. The real aim and object of the soul is, through its mainly efforts to cut off the bondage of the 'Karma' and to achieve its original form and to rest in 'Siddhasīla' being 'Parmātmā', as 'Siddha' or 'Paramātmā' having the above said 'Ananta Catusṭaya'.

To achieve this goal, the only convenient form is human form. In other forms, the soul only enjoys or suffers mechanically the fruits of 'Śubha Karma' or 'Aśubha Karma' and after completion of the 'Ayukarma', it automatically goes to another form which it deserves, according to its own 'Karma'. In these forms, there is no chance for the soul for human efforts. The human form is achieved by the soul because of its lot of 'Śubhakarma' and it is only in this form the soul has the power of thinking. Because of this thinking power, the soul can think of good and evil and can see the things critically and can come to a conclusion that the only means to lift him towards the path of liberation or solvation is only 'Dharma'.

Definition of Dharma: When we say 'Dharma', it has become routine to believe that 'Dharma' means to follow some 'Vrata' (Vows), 'Niyamas' and worship of God and to give alms etc. From practical point of view, the Jaina religion has encouraged this aspect but to attach oneself to the outward 'Vratas' only, the soul cannot lift
itself towards its real goal. Having understood the secret of this, the Jain Acharyas have tried to preach the common people to enable them to uplift their souls. Revered Umaswami in his 'Tattwārthasūtra' has pointed out that the real 'Dharma' is one, which is having all the ten aspects told in the verse and following this 'Dharma' the 'Jīvātma' can become 'Paramātma'. This is the sum and substance of the verse.

The soul in pure form is without any attachment and is in eternal or permanent pleasure. But the man, through his five organs and four 'Kaśāyas' forgets his real goal and does not remember the real things to do and takes it for granted that real 'He' means his outward body. He is caught in the illusion and believes that his youth, his wife and children and his property are permanent and will give him pleasure for ever. This means he believes in the things which are not permanent, which do not give him pleasures forever and also which will not lift his soul towards the real goal. This means the man forgets the right and believes the 'False' and being in this condition he suffers in this 'Saṁsāra'. For the sake of his physical pleasures, to achieve his selfish mottoes, he does not hesitate to deceive, to abuse, to beat, to kill other people or any being and with ego that he is the only hero or the best person, he follows the wrong path to achieve his ends, following the wrong paths. He does not care to tell lies and he becomes a cruel man through anger. All this means that the soul being caught in this 'Saṁsāra' becomes a victim to 'Kaśāyas', untruth and forgets the above said real 'Dharma' having ten aspects. Following this wrong path, this 'Jīvātma' goes round and round in the cycle of births and deaths through the four forms. But the soul wishing for its welfare, it should put itself in the right path and should go on trying to follow the 'Dharma' having ten aspects. This means the man should try to live without giving scope to hurt other beings and follow the non-injurious 'Dharma'. If this effort is continuous, such souls can achieve a place in 'Siddhasāla' though after a long long period and taking good number of births and deaths.

Now we can deal only with one aspect, out of the ten aspects of 'Dharma' viz., 'Uttama Satya' (Best Truth).

Uttama Satya: When talking about truth, the very first question will be the problem of talking that is the capacity of talking. Those beings which cannot talk, there is no problem of truth or untruth. This problem comes only in the beings which are capable of talking. Though the birds and beasts have all the five organs like man and though they understand what we talk, they have no capacity or the fortune to express their thinking or views in terms of words just like man. They do produce voice but that voice does not change into the form of speech. The 'Jaina Aćāryas' have divided the 'Karmāṇu' into twenty divisions and have explained their action and effect etc. Out of these 'Karmāṇu', 'Vacanarūpakarmāṇu' is also one 'Karmāṇu dravya'. It should be remembered here that 'Karmāṇu-dravya' is matter. Because of this effect of 'Vacanarūpa Karmāṇu', the voice is produced. The voice thus produced is turned into
words or speech only in the case of human beings. The voice is produced from the bottom of noval on account of 'Vacana Karmāṇu', because of the special arrangement in the throat of the human beings, comes out in the form of speech or words. In this context, a verse of a Jain poet-Kesiraja, is worthy of mention.²

The meaning of these verse is that from the 'Prāṇa vāyu' which works as per the desire of the 'Jīvātmā', at the bottom of noval organ, the voice is produced, like a voice from the trumpet (of a long tapering shape of a horn like shape) and its colour is white and its action is speech or word. The fact that the poet has called the voice as matter having white colour is clear proof that poet and grammarian Kesiraja is a pure Jain and has taken this idea from the works of the Jaina Acāryas. It should be remembered that the speech itself has become the main important medium for the development and progress of human civilization and culture. 'Śabda' or speech-when taken in view of the nature of the soul, is pure and straight. That is why Truth is described as one of the 'Dharma' of the soul by the Jain Acāryas. In this context, divine voice produced by the Tirthankaras may be remembered or mentioned here. To explain this fact, a common experience may be given here. If we observe the innocent children who have not under stood the deceit, crookedness, selfishness etc., of the world, we see that those children always speak the truth, not only the truth but the naked truth, whatever that they have felt or whatever they have seen. As we all know, children usually are described as Gods or on par with Gods in this world. As one English author has said 'The heaven is full of children'. In one word, we may say that 'God is Truth, Truth is God'.

In following the Truth, which is 'Dharma' of the 'Ātma', lies the welfare of soul, but as explained above, the mundane soul being after the 'Kāśāyas' and having become a victim to selfishness, lust etc., looses the right path and right knowledge and turns to the other ways to fulfill his physical pleasures and falls into the ocean of sin. To gain his ends, to fulfil his desires, the man diverts himself from the Truth and would be caught in the clutches of untruth or falsehood and thus he teases others and destroys them and also destroys himself.

As we all know, that we become victims to the bad habits easily and we find it difficult to cultivate good habits. This is what we see and experience in the day to day life. When a bad habit is continued, it becomes very difficult to escape from its bondage. In the same manner, when once a man starts telling lies, it becomes his habit and he goes on telling lies without any discrimination between his own people or otherwise. He starts without any sense of shame to insult elders or youngsters and goes on using loose talks without caring for the person or situation. He starts telling lies which create shocks and starts moving with ego and boasting himself as if, he were an unparalled man and for his little benefit, he does not mind to tell lies which may destroy the lives of others. Thus speaking lies in various ways, he becomes a nuisance and due to his harsh and disagreeable talks, he becomes a means to harm a good number of human beings and beings in general. But he does not succeed for a long time. At last,
he is exposed and becomes a disgraceful and not worthy of belief in the society and his position becomes precarious. We all know the proverb that to tell lies is a painful thing and does not bring pleasure. The Jain Acharyas, who have studied minutely the various aspects of human mind have described the various ways of telling lies. When we study this, we will be surprised at the vast knowledge of the ‘Ācāryas’ in knowing the human mind. On knowing the bad side of the untruth, our minds tremble and automatically we will intend to come to the right path.

After seeing the bad result of telling lies, now we can try to see the effect of telling the Truth. The famous story of king ‘Hariścandra’, who tried his best to maintain his truthfulness, though he had not only to suffer a lot of misery but also had to sell his wife, son and himself. He proved that ‘Truth is God, God is Truth’. The truthful person achieves his own welfare as well as the welfare of others and becomes worthy of belief and he is loved and almost worshipped by the people. Mahatma Gandhi, who is rightly called the Father of the Nation and who brought Independence to our Motherland, was an ardent follower of ‘Truth’ and ‘Non-violence’.

One should speak truth, but sometimes speaking truth may bring some danger in certain cases. That is why, we should try to speak truth, in such a way that it should not bring any violence, trouble and shock. That is why it is said ‘Satyam brūyāt priyam brūyāt’. We can see a small example here. A doctor examines a patient and finds that the patient is on the verge of breathing his last. Should the doctor, who understands this fact, tell the patient the naked truth that he would die within a short period? If the doctor tells the truth, the patient might die on the spot. Under such circumstances, a doctor should treat the patient without telling lies to make money but at the same time with patience, he should give treatment to the patient leaving the patient to his own fate.

Another example—suppose a hunter is chasing a deer, when he is running after the deer, he loses the sight of the deer and asks a man about the deer. The man knows in which direction the deer has gone. In this case, what that man should do? If he tells the truth, he will be responsible for the death of the deer. If he tells the wrong direction, he will be responsible for having told a lie. Then what that man should do? There are people who argue that there is no sin, if a lie is told to save a life. But by telling a lie there will be the flow of bad Karma in the soul. Under such circumstances, the only way left for an intelligent man is to keep mum, though he might get abuse from the hunter. There is a proverb in Kannada that ‘A marriage should be performed even telling Ten lies’. There is no harm to perform a marriage. But the marriage performed based on the falsehood, if it brings misery to the two souls, what is the benefit of such a marriage and who is responsible for this misery and sin? So, it is always better to tell the truth and even telling the truth should be with caution and should bring pleasure to other beings. The words of the person who speaks
truth are lovable and are like nectar. The persons who listen to such words of a truth-
ful person, not only they enjoy but also get inspiration in their lives.

A story occurring in the 'literature' may be described here in short in this con-
text. Once a Jain monk was preaching 'Dharma' to laymen. A thief who listened to
the preaching requested the monk to give him also a vow. The monk said, 'You leave
your business of stealing.' The thief said that it was the only means for his livelihood
and denied to leave it. Then the monk said, 'you take the vow of talking the Truth.'
The thief agreed. One day, the thief started to steal in the palace. On the way, the
guard asked him 'Who are you and where are you going? 'I am a thief, I am going
to the palace to steal', the thief said. A person who is entering the palace to steal, how
can he tell this with such a courage? He might be related to the king. Thinking in this
line, the guard allowed the thief to enter the palace. The thief stole the ornaments
in the palace and left it. Next day, when a search was made to find out the thief, this
very thief was caught in a forest with all the ornaments. When he was questioned, he
told with courage, that the ornaments belonged to the palace and he had stolen them.
Looking at the courage and the manner in which the thief told the truth, the soldiers
of the palace, with a notion that he must be a relative of the palace, did not arrest
him. Looking at himself, the thief thought his escape was only due to the Truth. So,
he knew the importance of the truth and afterwards, not only he left his wrong path
but also he took up to the right path and in due course became a liberated soul.

Lastly, we conclude this article, quoting the ideas of the famous Kannada poet
Ranna (10th Century) in this behalf as described in his 'Ajitaṅātha Purāṇa.' Poet
Ranna says that there are four categories of people. First one—They talk lovable
words and the result of them is also lovable. Second category—Their talk is harsh,
but the result is lovable. Third category is their talk is lovable but the result is poisonous.
Fourth-category is—Their talk is harsh and the result is also harsh and shocking.

Out of these four categories, there is lot of danger to the society from the people
belonging to the third and fourth categories. So, poet Ranna has cautioned to
be careful about such people. People belonging to the second category may be all right
but what we should try to achieve is to belong to the first category. Their lies the
usefulness of the life. The proverb in Kannada ‘The person who knows how to talk
and what to talk brings the Jewels and the person who does not know how to talk and
what to talk brings the quarrel.’ Remembering this proverb, we should try to ‘Talk’
with full control over the tongue, words which bring pleasure to the people and thus
try to make our lives useful and pleasant both in this world and in, the so called, the
other world.

The truth being the one aspect of the soul, the persons who follow up ‘Satya
Dharma’, such souls do become ‘Suddhātmā’ and ultimately ‘Paramātmā’. There seems
no doubt in believing this principle which is preached by the ‘Paramātmās’ themselves.
‘Satyaṁ Vada, Dharmam Cara’.
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